
CorrTrac®

Roll Stock Inventory Solution



DEMAND-DRIVEN ROLL 
STOCK INVENTORY SOLUTION 

THAT TRACKS EVERY ASPECT
FROM ORDERING 

TO CONSUMPTION

Business benefits
•  Eliminate inventory errors 

•  Reduce corrugator downtime 

•  Reduce paper waste 

•  Visibility of roll stock from order to consumption 

•  Plant-wide traceability of rolls used on orders 

•  Manage butt roll inventory and tags easily

CorrTrac is available as an integrated component 
of the ePS suite of manufacturing solutions or as 
a standalone module. CorrTrac® helps corrugated 
manufacturers track every aspect of their roll stock 
inventory, from ordering to consumption, giving 
users the ability to monitor and manage paper costs 
throughout the accounting period

CorrTrac’s automation and systems integration help 
plants eliminate errors resulting from manual data 
entry and increase roll stock inventory accuracy 
ensuring that plant floor employees use the correct 
roll stock for a particular job. CorrTrac is user-
friendly; the simple user interface helps employees 
quickly process large amounts of roll stock and 
preserves the identity and attributes of each 
individual roll.

In plants that use CorrTrim® for trimming and 
scheduling their corrugator, CorrTrac can pass real-
time roll availability information directly to CorrTrim, 
facilitating accurate and timely scheduling while 
improving trim and optimising paper usage.

CorrTrac includes essential reporting features 
that provide plant management with detailed and 
actionable information on consumption history (by 
order, shift, or plant), roll history, and inventory — 
per grade, width, or state.



   CorrTrac enables automated
   demand-driven roll stock 

replenishment to optimise
paper usage in the plant

CorrTrac enables automatic demand-driven 
roll stock replenishment to reduce errors when 
ordering and give better visibility into projected 
roll stock demand. CorrTrac’s Reorder Manager 
analyzes the number of rolls on hand, in 
transit, and historic roll stock consumption and 
recommends the appropriate number of rolls to 
order by grade and width.

Planners can configure the Reorder Manager 
with minimum, maximum, and target 
inventory levels, and the software will use this 
information for roll stock analysis and order 
recommendations. Planners can include or 
exclude specific paper and width combinations 
from this analysis.

CorrTrac can automatically transmit approved 
roll stock orders, or RFQs based on the delivery 
date, directly to the mill via integration with 
CorrChain® — ePS supply chain execution 
software. In addition, CorrTrac can receive ASNs 
and invoices electronically from the mill and 
send Electronic Fund Transfers (EFT) back to 
the mill via CorrChain. Depending upon the level 
of CorrChain integration at the mill, orders can 
appear directly in the mill’s business system, 
and a delivery promise can be automatically 
transmitted back to the plant, reducing manual 
order entry.

Demand-driven replenishment

Using the wireless module, you can install
clamp truck screens and provide your
drivers with roll stock inventory, tracking
capability, and real-time corrugator line-up
data. Your drivers will know exactly what
time to deliver each roll to your corrugator
to satisfy demand.

Clamp truck module

The wet end module records roll stock 
consumption and prints labels as the 
corrugator produces butt rolls. With CorrTrac 
you will have total traceability and will be able 
to reconcile which rolls ran against which 
orders, and at what times.

Wet end module
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